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The Lichens of Wisconsin by John Thomson 
(Wisconsin State herbarium, 2003) sets the standard 
for what a state lichen fl ora should be. 148 genera 
and 615 species are covered including species to 
be expected in the area but not yet collected. The 
keys are relatively easy and excellent. They can be 
utilized experimentally in California to key a crust 
to genus or fi nd a Lecidea segregate. The descriptions 
of species are in the concise minimalist style of 
Thomson’s Arctic fl oras. Like Hasse’s equally short 
descriptions, they can contain gems of information 
mined from the author’s direct observations of 
numerous specimens.

The comprehensiveness, the concise descriptions, 
and effi cient keys of Thomson’s fl ora should be 
the principle characteristics of any good state fl ora. 
These virtues guarantee its value for use by non-
lichenologist professionals, who can utilize it in the 
context of ecological and biodiversity studies, land 
management and other work, and for the serious 
amateur who is ready to graduate from macrolichen 
guides. It is hoped that one day we will see Hale’s 
Lichens of California surpassed by a state fl ora 
equaling Thomson’s Lichens of Wisconsin.

One of the imperatives of lichenology in the 
beginning of the 21st century is to establish a fi nely-
detailed model of the distribution of lichens in 
North America and Mexico. To show how much 
work has to still be done in this area, the Preface to 
Lichens of Wisconsin gives an illuminating example. 
A lichen workshop was held in Wisconsin in April, 
2002. After making fi eld collections in northern 
Wisconsin, participants in the workshop were given 
preview copies of Lichens of Wisconsin to key out 
their collections. The workshop produced 130 new 
county records and 47 new state records (which are 
included in Appendix 1.) And Wisconsin is not only 
a state where Thomson himself collected for years, 

but was also collected by his graduate students 
Mason E. Hale Jr. and William L. Culberson.

Though the Sonoran Flora will be the ultimate 
and magisterial reference for the lichen fl ora of 
Southern California, and will be the touchstone 
of accurate determinations, only a state fl ora of 
California will bring into proper perspective the 
unique natural history of cismontane Southern 
California and its relation to Northern California’s 
lichen fl ora. Lichens of Wisconsin does that service 
for its state. Wisconsin is divided into two natural 
provinces. Glaciers covered most of the state. But 
the “Driftless Area” in southwestern Wisconsin 
has not been glaciated in the last two million years 
and forms a province with contiguous parts of 
Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois. Thomson’s fl ora, for 
instance, shows the links of these two provinces 
through its mapping of disjunctive occurrences of 
northern lichens in southern microhabitats.

In the historical development of scientifi c literature, 
the artifi cial fl oras of states prepare the way for 
national and continental fl oras.

Unfortunately, there will be no volumes on the 
lichen fl ora of North America included among 
the many projected volumes of the Flora of North 
America which is slowly being published. In this, 
Australia is far ahead of the United States. So 
far twenty-six books of the Australian fl ora have 
been published since 1981, including three on the 
lichen fl ora, the latest of which is Volume 58A, 
Lichens 3, in 2001. This volume is written mostly 
by Australian and New Zealand lichenologists 
including Dr. Patrick M. McCarthy and Dr. David  
J. Galloway, but also includes sections written 
by such eminent international authorities as Dr. 
Othmar Breuss, familiar to users of the Sonoran 
fl ora for his excellent work on Endocarpons and 
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Placidiums. While probably not of much utilitarian 
value to Californians, Lichens 3 nonetheless brings 
into perspective the global distribution of lichens, 
something that should always be kept in mind 
as one develops an understanding of one’s local 
fl ora and is an unavoidable fact in studying lichen 
genera or in the conservation of lichens.

I did fi nd one section very helpful, especially 
combined with Hasse’s fl ora and Bruce Ryan’s 
CD. McCarthy has written an absolutely excellent 
illustrated section on the global genus Verrucaria,
which in the natural history of Australia represents 
a temperate intrusion into their fl ora.

In fact, A. Aproot cites McCarthy’s “Trichotheliales 
and Verrucariaceae” from Lichens 3 in the slim 
amount of references he used in preparing 
“Pyrenocarpous Lichens and Related Non-
Lichenized Ascomycetes from Taiwan,” published 
in the hardback Journal of the Hattori Botanical 
Laboratory, No. 93, 2003. In an amazing feat, Andre 
Aproot and Laurens Sparrius, at the invitation of 
Prof. Ming-Jou Lai, collected in two weeks 101 
pyrenocarpous lichens and related ascomycetes, 
of which 96 were new records for Taiwan. And in 
those two weeks they went everywhere, from the 
tops of mountains at 3500 meters to the seashore 
to collect Verrucarias off volcanic outcrops and 
Verrucaria hocstetler off a coral reef. Taiwan “has 
become one of the best-known tropical areas for 
pyrenocarpous lichens in the world,” to quote a 
modest Aproot on page 156.

The Bryologist has published two important 
articles of special interest to Californians.

In the last issue of 2002, Vol. 105(4), John W. 
Shead and Halmut Mayrhoffer’s “New Species of 
Rinodina (Physciaceae, Lichenized Ascomycetes) 
from Western America,” describe seven new species 
with distributions in California. The descriptions of 
all the new western species are excellent and the 
drawings of spore development are of immediate 
practical value when you are analyzing your 
mount. Transcending the value of the new taxa 
is a key to the Rinodina species of Western North 
America which is very easy to use if you read the 
article carefully. 

In the fi rst issue of The Bryologist in 2003, Vol. 6(1), 
Clifford M. Wetmore published “The Caloplaca 
squamosa Group in North and Central America,” 
with fi ne color photographs. It is an elegant piece of 
work describing the diversity of this evolutionary-
related group in four species with an easy-to-use 
key. To fully appreciate Wetmore’s achievement one 
should read the selection of specimens examined in 
the process of the formulation of each taxon.

Of interest to all of us who have ever examined 
a lichen without ignoring those “anomalies,” is 
“Lichenicolous Fungi: Interactions, Evolution, 
and Biodiversity” by James D. Lawrey and Paul 
Diederich in The Bryologist, Vol. 6(1). In an exciting 
intellectual tour-de-force they roam through the 
subject of lichenicolous fungi throwing around 
facts, ideas, and hypotheses with the joy and agility 
of Cirque du Soleil acrobats juggling Ming dynasty 
vases. All serious lichen collectors should read 
and re-read this essay and consider developing a 
segregated collection of lichenicolous fungi because 
in the future these undetermined collections will be 
of value.

Last but not least are two items printed in 2003 but 
probably now unavailable. Frank Burgatz’s ASU 
Herbarium Lichen Calendar of 2003 is graced with 
beautiful pictures of Sonoran species. A great deal 
were the sturdy T-shirts sold by the Northwestern 
Lichenologists. They feature Letharia columbiana,
looking like the mandala of an alien civilization. 
The lichen design is absolutely stunning in yellow 
on a black T-shirt. I could have sold fi ve straight 
off on the last Nature Conservancy walk I went 
on. If they are still available, buy one. Amiable 
Erin Martin has done a wonderful job handling the 
promotion and sales.

Lichens of Wisconsin and issues of the Bryologists 
are available through the ABLS website at http:
//www.unomaha.edu/~abls/

The Journal of the Hattori Botanical Laboratory 
is available through the Hattori website at http:
//www7.ocn.ne.jp/~hattorib/

For Northwest Lichenologist T-shirts try http://
www.proaxis.com/~mccune/nwl.htm


